Matrix Comsec launches New Factory in Vadodara
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Established in 1991, Matrix Comsec is a versatile designer and manufacturer of Telecom and Security products which
are marketed in more than 50 countries. Matrix has recently inaugurated its new Manufacturing Unit at Waghodia, in
Vadodara. The launch of the factory reinforces Matrix vision of providing innovative world-class Products and Solutions
for a better tomorrow.
The new manufacturing unit is spread over an area of 78,000 sq. ft., and is operated by well qualified and dedicated
team of engineers. The new structure houses departments like Production, Testing, Quality Control, Stores and
Despatch. Universally practiced production and quality processes have been implemented in the new factory. It
endeavors for harmony with nature and has considered ecological aspects like rain water harvesting and the usage of
waste water.
The new manufacturing facility envelops various energy conserving techniques which reduces energy consumption and
carbon emissions. It will provide an ecologically sensitive, energy-saving, waste reducing and a healthy environment for
employees. Speaking on the occasion, Mr. Ganesh Jivani, the Managing Director of Matrix Comsec said, “Matrix is
among the few Indian companies which indigenously manufactures and markets both Telecom and Security products.
Today Matrix is positioned as a qualitative and competitive product manufacturer on the global plane and has introduced
more than 40 innovative products through continuous research and development activities; strengthening its global
competency. We see this new unit as a great opportunity to extend our product development capability in order to best
serve the needs of our customers and the market worldwide.”
The new unit will use state-of-the-art technology to manufacture products that will serve the growing demands of both
Domestic and International market. By closely studying the evolving needs of the global market, the company will now
be able to pioneer new products in the market, strengthening the portfolio of both Telecom and Security products.

